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Remote operations and interactions for systems of arbitrary-dimensional Hilbert space:
State-operator approach
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We present a systematic simple method for constructing deterministic remote operations on single and
multiple systems of arbitrary discrete dimensionality. These operations include remote rotations, remote inter-
actions, and measurements. The resources needed for an operation on a two-level system are one ebit and a
bidirectional communication of two cbits, and for ann-level system, a pair of entangledn-level particles and
two classical ‘‘nits.’’ In the latter case, there aren21 possible distinct operations pern-level entangled pair.
Similar results apply for generating interaction between a pair of remote systems, while for remote measure-
ments only one-directional classical communication is needed. We further consider remote operations onN
spatially distributed systems, and show that the number of possible distinct operations increases here expo-
nentially, with the available number of entangled pairs that are initially distributed between the systems. Our
results follow from the properties of a hybrid state-operator object~stator!, which describes quantum correla-
tions between states and operations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the recent years entanglement has been examin
a resource that allows new types of communication tas
such as teleportation, dense coding, and other local man
lations of entanglement@1#. These studies exploit the relatio
between quantum nonlocality and the structure of the Hilb
space. A more recent avenue of research examines the
tion between entanglement and the dynamical evolution
several systems. Here, two basic questions have been e
ined: First, what is the entanglement creation capability o
given Hamiltonian that acts on a pair of systems@2#. The
second question deals with the reverse problem: what ty
of nonlocal operations on two or more remote systems
be generated, using a given resource of entangled state
applying local operations and performing classical comm
nication ~LOCC!.

In this paper we will be interested in the second questi
Previous work has demonstrated that certain operations
a remote-controlledNOT ~CNOT!, may consume less entangl
ment than what is needed when applying teleportation te
niques @3,4#. For probabilistic nonlocal operations, an is
morphism between the physical operations and the requ
entanglement has been discovered, which for certain op
tions necessitates less than one ebit per operation@5#. A
closely related question, raised by Huelgaet al. @6#, concerns
the possibility of implementing a unitary transformation on
remote system.

The purpose of this paper is to present a systematic
proach for constructing a class of deterministic remote u
tary transformation, and remote interactions between sev
distributed systems. We assume that the parties share
tangled states and are allowed to perform only local ope
tions and bidirectional classical communication. For rem
measurements, one-directional classical communicatio
sufficient.
1050-2947/2002/65~3!/032312~8!/$20.00 65 0323
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A special characteristic of our method is that the gene
tors that give rise to the transformation are controlled loca
by the two parties. The structure of the complete operatio
in a sense ‘‘split’’ and determined by the local observers t
posses the distributed parts of the system. Therefore, in
special case that the generators are known only locally,
cannot perform the operation using ordinary teleportat
techniques.

To clarify this, consider the remote unitary operation

UB5exp@ iasnB
# ~1!

that Alice and Bob wish to apply on a stateuCB& of Bob. The
axis nB , which definessnB

5n̄B•s̄B , is determined by Bob,
while the angle of rotationa is determined by Alice.

Similarly, if Alice and Bob wish to apply a remote inte
action

UAB5exp@ iasnA
snB

# ~2!

on a pair of spins in some arbitrary stateuCAB&, with one
spin at the hands of Alice and the other with Bob, then,
axesnA andnB , which fix the local generatorssnA

andsnB
,

are controlled locally by Alice and Bob, respectively.
Our approach relies on the properties of a new hyb

object, which we introduce in Sec. II. This object describ
quantum correlations between states of one party, say A
and operations acting on an arbitrary state of Bob. It tu
out that certain remote operations can be translated to ce
properties of this hybrid state-operator object, which we w
refer to as a ‘‘stator.’’ The possible remote operations
hence associated with properties of the stator alone and
independent of the nature of the state~s! upon we intend to
act remotely. By identifying the appropriate stator we a
able to apply a remote operation on an arbitrary state~s!.

In Sec. III, we describe the physical context in whic
stators can be prepared by applying LOCC on shared
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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tanglement and the system. In Sec. IV, we show how to
stators to construct remote rotations for a two-level~spin-
half! system. Then, in Sec. V, we consider the general pr
lem of operating on ann-level system. In Sec. VI, we stud
the case ofN multiple systems, and in Sec. VII we show ho
to promote remote unitary operations into remote inter
tions and measurements.

II. THE STATOR

We begin by introducing an object, which we shall ref
to as a ‘‘stator.’’ A stator is a hybrid linear construction
states in Alice’s Hilbert space and operators acting on Bo
system. The purpose of introducing this object is twofo
First, stators simplify considerably the construction of
mote unitary operations and interactions via entanglemen
providing us with a systematic general approach that can
easily generalized to an arbitrary number ofn-level systems.
Second, we found that these objects, which describe q
tum correlations between states on one side and operato
the other side, assist us to develop an intuition regard
remote operations that may turn out helpful in other pro
lems.

Let us then begin by defining what is a stator. We den
the Hilbert spaces of two remote observers, Alice and B
by HA andHB , respectively. Instead of describing quantu
correlations between states of Alice and Bob, we wish n
to describe quantum correlations betweenstatesin HA and
resultingactionsdescribed by operatorsO(HB) acting on an
arbitrary state inHB . Hence we now construct a hybrid sta
operator or shortly a ‘‘stator,’’S, that lives in the space

SP$HA3O~HB!%. ~3!

In close analogy to an entangled state, a stator has the
eral form

S5(
i 51

NA

(
j 51

NB
2

ci j u i & ^ Bj , ~4!

whereu i &PHA , Bi act on states inHB andci j arec numbers.
The sum runs up toNA5dim(HA), and (NB)2 where NB
5dim(HB). The operatorsBi may be regarded as vectors
a NB

2 dimensional Hilbert space with an inner product d
fined as^Bi ,Bj&5tr(Bi

†Bj ). An inner product between sta
tors can hence be defined as^S1 ,S2&5tr(S1

†S2). We can now
apply a unitary transformation on the states and opera
and rewrite the above stator as a Schmidt decomposition

S5(
i 51

N

ci u i & ^ Bi , ~5!

whereN5min(NA ,NB
2). ~For simplicity we use the same no

tation for ui& andBi in the new basis.! The above decompo
sition is not unique when dimHAÞdimHB . The above
states and operators satisfy the orthogonality relations

^Bi ,Bj&5d i j ,
03231
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^ i u j &5d i j . ~6!

Although this structure resembles the form of an e
tangled state it does not describe a fixed amount of entan
ment because it applies to any general state of Bob. When
act with a stator on a general stateuCB&PHB we get

SuCB&PHA^ HB . ~7!

Therefore, even if the stator has a maximal entanglement
structure@as in Eq.~16! below#, the measure of entangle
ment,E(SuCB&), depends on the nature ofuCB&. For a gen-
eral state of Bob, we may get any value ofE(SuCB&), from
zero to one even for a ‘‘maximal’’ stator.

Most important to us will be the following property. Fo
every stator we can construct aneigenoperator equation

OAS5lBS. ~8!

Thus, by operating on the stator with an operatorOAPHA in
Alice’s Hilbert space, we get back the same stator multipl
by aneigenoperatornow acting in Bob’s Hilbert spaceHB .
In general, the operatorsOA and eigenoperatorslB need not
be Hermitian. In the present work we require that bothOA
andlB are Hermitian operators.

Let us consider the eigenoperator equation in some de

(
i

ciOAu i & ^ Bi5(
i

ci u i & ^ lBBi . ~9!

Take the inner product withBj and uk& and use the orthogo
nality relations. IfNB

2.NA we obtain that̂ Bj ,lBBk&50 for
j .NA . Similarly if NA.NB

2, ^kuOAu j &50 for k.NB . The
other nontrivial relation becomes

cj^kuOAu j &5ck^Bj ,lBBk&. ~10!

Or denoting byOi j 5^ i uOAu j & andl i j 5^Bi ,lBBj&

cjOk j5ckl jk . ~11!

For a givenci we must hence satisfyN2 equations. We may
use the above equation to obtain the relations

Ok j

Ojk

lk j

l jk
5

ck
2

cj
2 ~12!

and

Ok jOjk5lk jl jk . ~13!

If both OA andlB are Hermitian operators, Eq.~12! yields

ci5eiucj , ~14!

whereu is some real number. Since the Hermiticity ofOA
andlB is essential for our method of performing determi
istic remote operations, the coefficientsci in the stator must
all be equal up to a phase. As we show in Sec. III this impl
that the resources needed to prepare a stator, satisfyin
eigenoperator equation with Hermitian operators, aremaxi-
mally entangled states.
2-2
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REMOTE OPERATIONS AND INTERACTIONS FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 032312
For Hermitian operators Eq.~13! further implies a relation
between the matrix elements

uOjku25ul jku2. ~15!

As a first example, let dimHA52 be spanned by the
eigenstatesu0A& and u1A& of szA

, and consider the operato

snB
PO(HB) such thatsnB

2 5I B . Consider now the stator

S5u0A& ^ I B1u1A& ^ snB
, ~16!

which we shall refer to in the sequel as a two-level statoS
satisfies the eigenoperator equation

sxA
S5snB

S. ~17!

As straightforward, but useful consequence, any anal
function f also satisfies

f ~sxA
!S5 f ~snB

!S ~18!

and particularly

eiasxAS5eiasnBS, ~19!

wherea is any real number or Hermitian operator inHA .
The above relation already indicates why stators can be
ful for generating remote operations. We note that a unit
operation of Alice gives rise to a similar unitary operati
acting on Bob’s side.

The above construction can be generalized to the c
dimHA5n, which becomes relevant if Bob owns ann-level
system. Letu i A&, i 50,1,...,n21, be an orthogonal basis o
HA , and chooseUBPO(HB) be thenth root of the unity:
UB

n5I B . We can then construct then-level stator

S5u0A& ^ I B1u1A& ^ UB1¯un21A& ^ UB
n21. ~20!

The relevant eigenoperator equation than becomes

VAS5UBS, ~21!

where VA is a shift operator defined byVAumA&5u(m
21)A&, m51,...,n21, andVAu0A&5u(n21)A&. By operat-
ing with VA1VA

† we then obtain the Hermitian eigenoperat
UB1UB

† , and acting withi (VA2VA
†) yields the eigenopera

tor i (UB2UB
†). Similarly we can construct any powers o

UB1UB
† andi (UB2UB

†). We can further generalize our con
struction to the case that Bob has at hand several sys
~which may be removed from each other! of arbitrary dimen-
sion. We discuss this case in Sec. VI.

In passing we comment that while being in appeara
very similar, a stator,S5u0A& ^ I B1u1A& ^ snB

and aCNOT

operator,UCNOT5u0A&^0Au ^ I B1u1A&^1Au ^ snB
, are funda-

mentally different things. A stator is a mathematical obje
that captures the correlations between states on Alice’s
and operations acting on Bob’s system.UCNOT is a unitary
operation that acts on both Alice’s and Bob’s systems.
cannot prepareUCNOT and keep it for later use. On the con
trary, a statorS may be prepared and kept, until we deci
03231
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what remote operations we wish to perform. The stator d
not act on Alice’s system, instead Alice applies on it a u
tary transformation that generates~up to trivial rotations! a
remote unitary operation, as in Eq.~19!. The CNOT is more
restricted, as it can induce only controlled 1B andsnB

opera-
tions. A remoteCNOT can be generated as a special ca
using the stator approach~see Sec. VII!.

III. PREPARATION OF STATORS

We have seen that stators allow us to obtain sta
independent relations between Alice’s actions and their re
on Bob’s state. We proceed then to describe the process
will be referred to as ‘‘preparation’’ of a stator. Hence, give
by an unknown state,uCB&PHB , and some shared en
tangled stateuent&, our aim is to transform this initial state b
performing some LOCC operation into

uent& ^ uCB&→SuCB&. ~22!

We first describe in details the simplest case in wh
Alice and Bob use one ebit of shared entanglement to p
pare a two-level stator as depicted in Fig. 1. The initial st
at the hands of Alice and Bob is in this case

1

&
~ u0a0b&1u1a1b&) ^ uCB&. ~23!

For practical purposes, in the following we will denote b
the small letters,a andb, the shared ancillary entangled sy
tems of Alice and Bob, respectively.

Bob starts by performing a controlled-NOT interaction
~with respect tosnB

! between the qubit~b! and his state

uCB&, described by the unitary transformation

UbB5u0b&^0bu ^ I B1u1b&^1bu ^ snB
. ~24!

Here snB
is an operator acting inHB satisfying snB

2 5I B .

(HB need not be two dimensional; for instance, Bob’s syst
may contain several spins, in which casesnB

5snB

1 snB

2
¯.)

This yields the state

1

&
~ u0a0b& ^ I B1u1a1b& ^ snB

)uCB&. ~25!

Next he performs a measurement ofsx of the entangled
qubit to project out a certain value. The resulting state is n

FIG. 1. Preparation of a stator acting on Bob’s state.
2-3
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1

2
~ u0b&6u1b&) ^ ~ u0a& ^ I B6u1a& ^ snB

)uCB&. ~26!

Finally Bob informs Alice what was the result of his me
surement by sending Alice one classical bit of informatio
For the case thatsx521 Alice performs a trivialp rotation
around theẑ axis and flips the2 sign to a 1 sign. The
resulting state of the system is now given by

1

2
~ u0b&6u1b&) ^ ~ u0a& ^ I B1u1a& ^ snB

)uCB&. ~27!

Since Bob’s previously entangled qubit factors out, t
final state of Alice’s qubit and Bob’s system can be obtain
by letting the stator

S5u0a& ^ I B1u1a& ^ snB
~28!

act on uCB&. This completes the preparation of a two-lev
statorS, which now operates on Bob’s system. We furth
discuss preparation ofn-level stators in connection with re
mote operations on ann-level system in Sec. V.

In passing we recall that the coefficientsci in a general
stator~5! are determined by the nature of the entangled st
Sci u i a&u i b&, used to prepare the stator. Since the requirem
that OA andlB are Hermitian forces us to construct a sta
with equal ~up to a phase! coefficients,ci , the resources
needed to construct such a stators have to be maximally
tangled states.

IV. REMOTE UNITARY TRANSFORMATIONS

Suppose that Bob has a system in the unknown stateuCB&
on which Alice and Bob wish to act on with a unitary tran
formation described by a rotation

UB5eiasnB ~29!

with snB

2 5I B anda a real arbitrary number.

We will now show that the transformation~29! can be
performed, provided that the generatorsnB

is known to Bob,
and the parametera of rotation is known to Alice. To this
end, they start by using a shared ebit to prepare, as desc
in the preceding section, the stator

S5u0a& ^ I B1u1a& ^ snB
, ~30!

which operates on Bob’s state.snB
enters here as a resu

Bob’s choice to perform aCNOT with respect tosnB
as in Eq.

~24!.
Next, Alice performs on her qubit a unitary transform

tion

Ua5eiasxa, ~31!

wheresxa
u0a&5u1a& andsxa

u1a&5u0a&. Using the fact that

when acted withsxa
the stator satisfies an eigenopera

equation with an eigenoperatorsnB
, we have
03231
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Hence after the rotation the state is

~ u0a& ^ I B1u1a& ^ snB
)eiasnBuCB&. ~33!

Depending upon the final state of Alice’s qubit, they ma
aged to produce the required rotation, modulo possible e
trivial rotations. To eliminate these rotations, Alice measu
the state of her qubit. If it isu0a&, we have produced the
required transformation. If it turns out to be in the stateu1a&
she needs to inform Bob to perform a trivialp rotation,
Up5exp(ipsnB

/2), which corrects for the extrasnB
above.

This completes the process~see Fig. 2!.
The resources that Alice and Bob require for remote ro

tion applied on a two-level system are hence, one ebit
shared entanglement and two cbits. They communicate
cbit first from Bob to Alice to prepare the stator, and one c
from Alice back to Bob to complete the required rotatio
with probability 1. For both cbits we have thatp(1)5p(0)
51/2, i.e., they are unbiased. Therefore, the exchanged c
sical communication contains no information on the state
Bob or the angle of rotation.

The role of the exchanged cbits is as follows: the first c
is needed in order to obtain the correct stator@fix the sign in
Eq. ~26!#. Without this one would have obtained with prob
ability 1/2 the correct rotationU and with probability 1/2 the
rotationU†. ~For the case of remote measurements discus
in Sec. VII, this uncertainty in the sign may be irreleva
initially and may be corrected at a later stage of the proce!
The second cbit sent from Alice to Bob is clearly need
from the causality requirement. A process that uses less
one cbit of communication from Alice to Bob clearly violate
the causality.

V. REMOTE OPERATIONS ON n-LEVEL SYSTEMS

We now apply our method for the case of ann-level sys-
tem. First we identify then-level stator with the appropriate
generator of rotations as an eigenoperator. To prepare
stator, Alice and Bob apply LOCC on their shared entang
state and Bob’sn-level system. Next Alice performs a un
tary transformation on half of the entangled pair on her si
followed by a measurement, and informs Bob via a class
channel how to correct his system to complete the rotati

As we shall shortly see, the required resources in this c
are two maximally entangledn-level systems, and two clas
sical ‘‘nits’’ ~each containingn possible values!, one sent
from Bob to Alice to complete the preparation, and the s

FIG. 2. Usage of a stator to operate a remote rotation.
2-4
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REMOTE OPERATIONS AND INTERACTIONS FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 032312
ond from Alice back to Bob to complete the remote ope
tion. However, unlike the two-level case, the number of p
sible unitary operations per given entangledn-level pair is
here larger and given by any general linear combination
n21 generators. The rotation around a given axis is one
the possible operations.

To illustrate this let us first demonstrate the process
the casen53 of a spin-one particle. For a rotation aroun
thez axis~with the axis of rotation being chosen as before
Bob! we need to identify a stator that satisfies the eigen
erator equation

AS5LZS, ~34!

whereLZ is the appropriate generator of rotation. When a
plying A2 on the stator, we getA2S5LZ

2S. Therefore,LZ
2 is

another eigenoperator ofS. SinceLZ
35LZ , these are the only

eigenoperators.
Since forn53 we have two distinct eigenoperators, t

most general remote transformation that we are able to c
struct, using two maximally entangled three-level syste
~qutrit!, has the form

UB5exp@ i ~aLZ1bLZ
2!#, ~35!

wherea andb are chosen by Alice.
Recalling the discussion in Sec. II, the appropriateS for

this case is a three-level stator of the form

S5u0a& ^ I CB
1u1a& ^ UCB

1u2a& ^ UCB

2 , ~36!

where the requirementUcB

3 5I CB
dictates the form

UCB
5e~2p i /3!Lz. ~37!

~Here we used the subscriptCB in UCB
in order to distin-

guish between the full remote operationUB applied by Alice
and Bob and local transformationsUCB

applied by Bob.!

Since for a spin-one particle we haveeiuLz511 i sinuLz

1Lz
2(cosu21), we identify the operatorA in Eq. ~34! as

A5
~V2V†!

2i sin 2p
3

, ~38!

whereV and V† are the raising and lowering operators d
fined in Sec. II.

Having identified the required stator and the operatorsA,
we next describe the preparation and rotation processes
begin with a shared pair of maximally entangled qutrits a
Bob’s stateuCB&

~ u0a0b&1u1a1b&1u2a2b&)uCB&. ~39!

Bob applies the unitary operationUbB on his state and his
half ~b! of the entangled pair

UbB5u0b&^0bu ^ I CB
1u1b&^1bu ^ UCB

1u2b&^2bu ^ UCB

2 .

~40!
03231
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This results with the state

uC tot&5@ u0a0b& ^ I CB
1u1a1b& ^ UCB

1u2a2b& ^ UCB

2 ] uCB&.

~41!

Now to generate the stator~36!, we need to eliminate Bob’s
entangled particle. Hence Bob measures his particleb in the
following basis:

u0b8&5
1

)
@ u0b&1u1b&1u2b&]

u1b8&5
1

)
@ u0b&1e~2p i /3!u1b&1e~4p i /3!u2b&]

u2b8&5
1

)
@ u0b&1e~4p i /3!u1b&1e~2p i /3!u2b&]. ~42!

Let us rewrite the state~41! in the terms of the new basi
vectors:

uC tot&5$@ u0a& ^ I CB
1u1a& ^ UCB

1u2a& ^ UCB

2 ] u0b8&

1@ u0a& ^ I CB
1e~2p i /3!u1a& ^ UCB

1e~4p i /3!u2a& ^ UCB

2 ] u1b8&

1@ u0a& ^ I CB
1e~4p i /3!u1a& ^ UCB

1e~2p i /3!u2a& ^ UCB

2 ] u2b8&%uCB&. ~43!

According to one of the three particular outcomes of Bo
measurement of the particleb the state of Alice’s particlea
and Bob’s particleCB evolves to

@ u0a& ^ I CB
1u1a& ^ UCB

1u2a& ^ UCB

2 ] uCB& ~44!

or to the states

@ u0a& ^ I CB
1e~2p i /3!u1a& ^ UCB

1e~4p i /3!u2a& ^ UCB

2 ] uCB&

and

@ u0a& ^ I CB
1e~4p i /3!u1a& ^ UCB

1e~2p i /3!u2a& ^ UCB

2 ] uCB&.

Bob transmits this classical outcome~classical ‘‘trit’’ ! to Al-
ice. Notice that the three results appear with equal proba
ity of 1/3 hence the classical trit is unbiased. In the last t
cases Alice performs the following transformations on h
particle a in order to correct the state to the form~44!: C1
5u0a&^0au1exp(4pi/3)u1a&^1au1exp(2pi/3)u2a&^2au and
C2 5 u0a&^0au 1 exp(2pi/3)u1a&^1au 1 exp(4pi/3) u2a& ^2au,
respectively. We can interpret Eq.~44! as the stator~36! op-
erating on the stateuCB&. This completes the preparatio
process.

In order to generate a general rotation, Alice acts on
particle with the unitary operator
2-5
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Ua5ei ~aA1bA2! ~45!

and performs a measurement to collapse the state into on
the statesuna&. Notice that as in the preparation process
results are again unbiased. She then sends a classical
Bob and informs him of the result of her measurement.
the cases that Alice obtainedu1a& or u2a&, Bob then performs
the rotationsUCB

2 andUCB
, respectively. This completes th

procedure of generating a remote rotation.
The above procedure can be applied to an arbitr

n-level system. The maximally entangled state of two qut
is then replaced by a maximally entangled pair ofn-level
systems. After applying the interactionUbB the total state
becomes

uC tot&5F (
m50

n21

unanb& ^ UCB

m G uCB& ~46!

with

UCB
5e~2p i /n!LZ ~47!

andLZ the appropriate rotation generator for then-level sys-
tem.

Bob then performs a measurement of his half of the
tangled pairb in the following basis:

umb8&5
1

An
(

mb50

n21

expF2p i

n
mb8mbG umb&, ~48!

wheremb850,...,n21. He sends to Alice one ‘‘nit’’ to inform
her which of then-possible outcomes was obtained. Alice
her side operates the relevant unitary operation. It can
shown that forn.3 the relevant operatorA in Eq. ~34! be-
comes a linear combination of powers ofV2V† for n odd,
and of V1V† for evenn. The total number of independen
combinations isn21. To complete the process Alice the
performs a measurement and sends Bob one classica
This enables him to perform one of the operationsUCB

m , m

50,...,n21, which complete the process.
To summarize, for ann-level system, we use the resourc

of one pair of maximally entangledn-level systems and a
two-way classical communication of one nit in each dire
tion. This enables to apply a general remote transforma
of the form

UB5exp@ i ~a1LZ1a2LZ
21¯1an21LZ

n21!#, ~49!

where Bob determines the axisZ, and Alice determines the
n21 anglesa i .

VI. OPERATIONS ON MULTIPLE SYSTEMS

Consider next the case that on Bob’s side, we haveN
distinguishable separate systems in some arbitrary s
uCB1,...,N

&

uCB1,...,N
&PHB1

^¯^ HBN
~50!
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with dimHBi
5ni . The N systems may be distributed toN

different remote spatially separated locations denoted byBi .
To examine the operations possible with our method

further assume that we distribute between Alice andBi N
maximally entangled pairs as depicted in Fig. 3. For a giv
system of dimensionalityni , we match a maximally en-
tangledni-level pair shared between Alice andBi .

Clearly we now can repeat our method and generateni
21 operations on thei th system by using the shared e
tangled pairs to prepareN stators, each one connecting b
tween Alice and the systemBi . However, it now turns out
that withN stators at hand, we can generate an exponenti
larger class of operations, most of them corresponding
interactions between several remote subsystems.

To exemplify this, consider first the simplest case ofN
two-level ~spin-half! systems. In this case the resourc
needed areN shared ebits between Alice andBi and classical
bidirectional communication of 2N classical bits: two cbits
between Alice and a givenBi . As before, eachBi has the
choice of fixing the local axis of rotation which fixesN gen-
eratorssnBi

, i 51,...,N.

We can repeat the preparation of a statorSi for each spin
separately as described in Sec. III. The total stator is the

Stot5 ^ i 51
N ~ u0ai

& ^ I CBi
1u1ai

& ^ snBi
). ~51!

The above stator satisfies an eigenoperator equations

sxi
Stot5sBi

Stot . ~52!

However, since the differentN generators commute, w
also have that anyproductof separate eigenoperators is al
an eigenoperator. The total number of eigenoperators is

FIG. 3. Remote operation onN distributed systems.
2-6
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(
m51

N

CN
m52N21. ~53!

It follows then that Alice has the freedom of selecting t
2N21 angles that generate rotations and interactions
tween the spins.

For example, the most general remote operation for
caseN53 becomes

UB5expF i (
m51

3

amsBm
1 i

1

2 (
mÞn

bmnsBm
sBn

1 igsB1
sB2

sB3G . ~54!

We can easily apply our method for any configuration
N separatedni-levels systems.~In generalni may not be
equal.! Let us consider the case withni5n for all i. Then the
total number of operators is easily computed to be

(
m51

N

~n21!mCN
m5nN21. ~55!

Therefore, with the aid ofN pairs ofn-level maximally en-
tangled pairs and bidirectional classical communication
2N nits, we can applynN21 remote operations.

Finally, we note that theN separated subsystems can
viewed as a single system of dimensionalityD5) i 51

N ni .
Hence by the results of the preceding section, we can use
D-level stator to act on the system as a whole. The numbe
distinct operations will then be given byD21, in agreement
with the results obtained in Eqs.~53! and ~55!.

VII. GENERATING REMOTE INTERACTIONS
AND MEASUREMENTS

In the preceding section we have already seen exam
where Alice can act remotely on several spatially separa
systems and effectively generate an interaction between
mote subsystems. For instance, for two remote spins sys
Alice can use two ebits and four cbits to generate the in
action

UB1 ,B2
5eiasB1

sB2. ~56!

Here the local axes of rotation,n̄i (sBi
5n̄i•s̄Bi

), are deter-

mined locally by the local observersBi , and the coupling
strengtha is controlled by Alice.

There is yet another simple method to generate rem
interaction between Bob’s system and a systemA located
with Alice. Inspecting Eq.~19!, we note that in fact the angl
a can be promoted to an operator acting on a systemA of
Alice. Hence in the case of a two-level stator, with an eig
operatorsnB

we have also the relation

eilOAsxAS5eilOAsnBS, ~57!
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where the statorS is defined as in Eq.~16!, and OA is an
Hermitian operator acting on an arbitrary dimensional s
tem A of Alice.

A simple generalization of the procedures in Secs. III a
IV now allows performing remote interaction between sep
rate systems. The only modification needed is to replace
unitary rotation performed by Alice to her half of the e
tangled pair~a! with the unitary operation

UAa5eilOAsxa ~58!

acting on~a! and on her systemA. @For then-level casesxa

needs to be replaced by an appropriate operator, e.g.,
operatorA defined in Eq.~38!.#

For example suppose Alice’s system is another spin-h
particle, and we wish to apply remotely a controlled-NOT

operation@3,4# between Alice’s and Bob’s spins, taking A
ice’s system as a control and Bob’s system as a target. To
end we notice that

UCNOT5u↑A&^↑Au ^ I B1u↓A&^↓Au ^ sxB

5expF2 i
p

4
~12szA

!~12sxB
!G . ~59!

To apply this transformation we prepare the statorS5u0a&
^ I B1u1a& ^ sxB

, which satisfies

expF2 i
p

4
~12szA

!~12sxa
!GS

5expF2 i
p

4
~12szA

!~12sxB
!GS. ~60!

Therefore, we can in a straightforward manner use our p
cedure to construct a remoteCNOT.

As a special case of remote interactions we can furt
consider remote measurements. Hence Alice’s systemA will
be considered as a measuring device. We can use an
spin as a measuring device~pointer! or let us introduce a
continuous measuring deviceM with conjugate coordinates
P andQ, whereP plays the role of the ‘‘pointer.’’

Let us describe a remote ‘‘Stern-Gerlach’’ measurem
of Bob’s spin system along a certain direction. Alice inform
Bob to fix the axisnB according to the direction she wishe
to perform the measurement. After completing the prepa
tion of the stator she applies the unitary operation

UMa5eiQsxa ~61!

that yields the state

SeiQsnBuCB&uM &. ~62!

She can now observe the variableP of the measuring device
and read the outcome of the measurement. Bob’s state
reduce to the corresponding outcome. Therefore, in a rem
measurement we need only a one-directional communica
of only onebit of information from Bob to Alice.
2-7
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We conclude with several comments. The remote m
surement process can be in fact completed instantaneo
on a spacelike surface. Alice does not need to wait to ob
a classical bit to perform her measurement. In this case A
generates the operation exp(6iQsnB

) with probability 1/2 for
each6 possibility. Hence, in accordance with the causal
the result of the measurement can be interpreted onlyafter
she obtains the classical bit from Bob. This approach can
easily generalized for general systems as well as for perfo
ing measurements nonlocal observables.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the present meth
consumes less entanglement resources~one ebit instead of
two, and two cbits instead of four! compared to method
using teleportations.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We presented a systematic method for constructing de
ministic remote operations on single and multiple system
arbitrary dimensions. Our approach requires bidirectio
classical communication of unbiased bits between the pa
and leaves the control over the generators that act on
system at the hands of the local observers. In this way
-

hy

v.
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control over the full structure of the unitary operation is sp
among several remote observers. It is also worth men
that when the local information is kept secret, the operati
cannot be achieved using teleportationlike schemes. Th
properties may be helpful for constructing new cryptograp
tools.

To facilitate the construction of remote operations w
have introduced an object—the stator—which describes
relations between states of one system and operations a
on an arbitrary state of another remote system. We hope
stators may turn out useful for other problems regarding
relation between entanglement and remote interactions.

Note added. Recently we have learned of other resu
obtained independently by Huelga, Plenio, and Vaccaro@7#
and by Yang and Gea-Banacloche@8#.
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